Dear Minuteman Indivisible Lexington members,
We are asking you to take critical action with your MoCs to stop the
TrumpTaxScam. Details, resources and action items are provided below.
Trump’s “Tax Reform Plan” is anything but reform: it is a giveaway to
corporations and billionaires; it is a transfer of money from hardworking
Americans to the very people who have already amassed great wealth on the
backs of the rest of us. It also adds 1.5 trillion dollars to the deficit, which will
have to be paid back by the rest of us as well as by future generations. Just
consider what $1,500,000,000,000 (or $150 billion every year for the next
decade) could do to support your quality of life and that of everyone in
America.
By now you know that Senate Republicans snuck a repeal of the Affordable
Care Act’s individual mandate into their “Tax Cuts & Jobs Act”. Deep tax cuts
to line the pockets of their billionaire donors at the expense of students and
seniors weren’t enough. Now they want to leave 13 million people uninsured
and raise your health care premiums, too.
A new analysis from the nonpartisan Joint Committee on Taxation (think the
Congressional Budget Office for tax issues) shows that by 2027, the
population earning below $75,000 will, on average, see a tax INCREASE while
those at the top and corporations will continue to get large tax cuts. And
that’s not counting the increased costs of healthcare to everyone as well as
cuts to Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security.
The details of these plans pale in comparison to the overall picture of a
massive transfer of wealth away from 99% of our people and the resources of
America just to benefit the 1% who don’t need any more!
Our Members of Congress here in the greater Lexington area share our
concern for our fellow citizens: we want to ask them to fight this disastrous
scam in any way they can. Call scripts for our MoCs are here.
Many other details on the TrumpTaxScam are on the Indivisible and
Minuteman Indivisible websites, but please don’t let the details keep you from
calling now.

Our friends in other states are not all so blessed. We can help them
understand the amount of harm to the 99% of us –to the country – is built into
this scam and beg them to call their MoCs.
Call scripts for Republican MoCs are here.
Call scripts for Democratic MoCs are here.
Tax and healthcare impacts for each state are here.
Thank you for all that you do to help preserve critical programs for our fellow
citizens.
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